In this paper a new and different neural network, called Zhang Neural Network (ZNN) is appropriated from discrete time-varying matrix problems and applied to the angle parameter-varying matrix field of values (FoV) problem. This problem acts as a test bed for newly discovered convergent 1-step ahead finite difference formulas of high truncation orders. The ZNN method that uses a look-ahead finite difference scheme of error order 6 gives us 15+ accurate digits of the FoV boundary in record time when applied to hermitean matrix flows A(t).
Introduction
The field of values (FoV) F (A) = {x * Ax | x ∈ C n , x 2 = 1} of real or complex square matrices A n,n has been studied for well over 100 years. In 1902 Ivar Bendixon [1] gave us the so called Bendixon rectangle that contains the field of values. Felix Haussdorf [7] and Otto Toeplitz [16] independently proved its convexity exactly 100 years ago. And 40 years ago, Charlie Johnson [8] added rotations to the Bendixon rectangle idea to compute boundary points of F (A) in the complex plane via repeated eigenvalue computations as accurately as Francis' QR algorithm allows for hermitean matrices, i. e., with 14 to 15 accurate leading digits. Johnson's method computes the eigenvectors of the extreme eigenvalues of matrix rotations A(t) = e it · A of A via the hermitean and skew-hermitean parts H and K of A, defined as attempt to speed up FoV computations via ODE path following methods.. The author [17] previously improved on the accuracy and speed of FoV computations by a geometric optimization process that shrinks the area inside the tangents to the field of values polygon as determined by the computed Bendixon rectangle sides and envelops the FoV and the area of the inner polygon of the computed field of values boundary points that lies inside the FoV due to its convexity. Marcus' and Pesce's idea [13] of using 2 by 2 compressions of the FoV and their field of values ellipses further 'rounded out' the inner FoV polygon in [17] and led to inner and outer FoV area measurements that converge to the actual field of values area from above and below upon angle refinements.
Matrix eigenvalues and Matrix Theory itself came about from studies of differential operators and self replicating function, called eigenfunctions f = 0, when studied in the early 1800s. What are the functions f (if any) for which Af = αf for some scalar α and a given differential operator A? In 1829, Augustin-Louis Cauchy [2, p. 175 ] applied the eigen concept from differential equation models to matrices and began to view the erstwhile 'eigenvalue equation' Af = αf as a 'null space equation', namely as Af − αf = 0 or (A − α id)f = 0 for the identity operator with id f = f for all f . This then led to the use of determinants and trying to find the roots of the characteristic polynomial of A. Some of today's newest and fastest FoV computational methods reverse this earlier step of 200 years ago from using differential equations ideas to related concepts for matrices by again employing differential operators and DE solvers in time-varying matrix problems. Interestingly, they can do so more speedily and more accurately here than standard matrix decomposition procedures would. For example, Sébastien Loisel and Peter Maxwell [11] start with the hermitean part function H(e it A) = 1/2(e it A+ e −it A * ) for a given A ∈ C n,n . Clearly H(e it A) is hermitean. If λ(t) is the largest eigenvalue of H(e it A) and x(t) is its unit eigenvector, then x(t) * Ax(t) lies on ∂(F (A)) and this is true for every t ∈ [0, 2π]. Their recent paper [11] studies the parametrized equation
With
. By requiring all eigenvectors x(t) of A(t) to be unit vectors and differentiating (1) with respect to t, Loisel and Maxwell [11, section 6] obtain the differential equation
This system of ODEs is treated in [11, section 6] as an initial value problem starting from just one explicit set of eigendata computations for t = 0 and H(A) itself. The parameter-varying eigenvalue problem is then solved by following the maximal eigenvalue's path of H(e it A) for t ∈ (0, 2π]. To solve (2) Loisel and Maxwell use the Dormand-Prince RK5(4)7M method, see [11, section 6] , jointly with Hermite interpolation of degree 4. The chosen integrator has error terms of order O(h 5 ) and the method delivers dense ∂(F (A)) output points. [11] includes detailed descriptions of what might happen if the eigenvalues of H(e it A) cross paths, an occurrence that will happen if A has repeated eigenvalues and results in piecewise line segment on the field of values boundary curve. In [11] ways are described to detect such events and how to adjust ODE path following eigen methods in case of eigenvalue crossings. For random entry matrices A n,n ∈ C n,n , eigenvalue crossings of the associated matrix flow A(t) do not occur and thus they do not affect field of values boundary curve computations, see e.g. [14] . However, normal matrices A have polygonal fields of values and their FoV corners are the matrix eigenvalues. Normal matrices A can be detected readily from their defining equation A * A = AA * and their FoV easily determined from their eigenvalues. Here we propose a new, an even faster and more accurate method than [11] that uses convergent look-ahead finite difference formulas and Zhang Neural Networks, rather than initial value ODE solvers. For simplicity we restrict our algorithm to non-normal matrices A that do not have repeated eigenvalues and we do not incorporate any work-arounds for matrices with repeated eigenvalues.
The ZNN Method for Finding Field of Values Boundary Points
Discretized Zhang Neural Networks are a totally new and different process; they share no properties or steps with matrix decomposition methods nor any with classical path following or homotopy ideas. Their numerical properties cannot be judged in any form or way by comparisons with known methods for time-varying matrix problems, such as found in the works of Cichocki and Unbehauen [3] , Mailybaev [12] , Dieci and Eirola [4] , Wang et al [22] or Yi et al [23] for example.
Any parameter-or time-varying problem that is expressed in compatibly dimensioned matrix and vector equations form can be transformed into a Zhang Neural Network. Assume we want to solve an equation
with time-or parameter-varying functions A(t), B(t), ..., α(t), β(t), ... for the unknown x(t), y(t), .... From the given general equation (3) and following Cauchy's idea from 1829, we form the homogeneous error equation
that ideally should be zero or near zero for all t and the yet unknown time-varying solutions x(t), y(t), .... The ZNN Ansatz then requires exponential decay for E(t) by stipulatinġ
with a decay constant η > 0. This translates the given task of solving (3) into an ordinary differential equation. Zhang Neural Networks go back almost 20 years to Yunong Zhang and Jun Wang [24] . These new methods have been used extensively by engineers and the engineering literature now contains well over 400 papers on problem specific ZNN methods. There are several books on ZNN, such as [26] . The treated problems are generally timevarying, with parameter inputs A(t), B(t), ..., α(t), β(t), ... coming in at regular frequencies, such as 10, 50 or 100 Hz from sensors on robots or autonomous vehicles and so forth. And their specific tasks may involve optimization, linear solves, operator inversions, eigenvalue computations, and most any other standard computational set-up that we are familiar with in the static numerical problem solving realm such as Sylvester equations, Lyapunov equations etc. Note that static solvers are generally of little use or accuracy in time-varying problems. And besides, it appears that the numerical theory for parameter-varying (continuous or discrete) numerical problems is not well developed at this time. The new area has not been even understood nor researched from the Numerical Analysis angle of view. Many specific ZNN methods for time-varying or parameter-varying problems that have been developed and are successfully used in applications by engineers today, yet they are still unstudied and mostly unknown in numerical analysis circles, in our textbooks and courses.
This paper uses newly developed high truncation error order convergent look-ahead finite difference schemes from [18] and Zhang Neural Networks for the parametrized field of values boundary location problem with
in Loisel and Maxwell, [11] ) . (6) STEP 1, model making : For the FoV problem ZNN starts from the initial eigendata for A(0) = H at t = 0 and continues in discrete and predictive time or angle steps until t = 2π. For all matrix eigenvalue problems, Zhang Neural Networks would try to solve the parametric eigenvalue equation
with two linked time-varying unknowns, the nonsingular eigenvector matrices V (t) and the diagonal matrices D(t) that contain the eigenvalues of A(t) ∈ C n,n . Step 2; form the error function : The associated ZNN error equation is
Step 2a; specify the model for one eigenvalue λ i and eigenvector x i (t) pair of A(t) : Now we consider the error equation eigenvector/eigenvalue pair equation
Step 3, stipulate exponential decay for e i (t) : Stipulating exponential decay for e i means thatė i (t) = −ηe i (t) for each i and -for symplicity's sake -a global positive decay constant η. By expansion and rearrangement this leads to the ODE
where I n is the identity matrix of the same size n by n as A(t).
Step 3a, arrange equation (9) in augmented matrix form : Upon further rearrangement this becomes the matrix ODE
where the bottom block-matrix row ensures that the computed eigenvectors become unit vectors with stipulated exponential error decay for a separate decay constant µ. These are the three ubiquitous paper and pencil start-up steps for all ZNN based matrixmethods.
In our FoV computations, the matrix flow A(t) consists entirely of hermitean matrices and therefore all occurring eigenvalues λ i (t) will be real and the top left block A(t) − λ i (t)I n of the system matrix in (10) is hermitean for all t. By dividing the lower block row in (10) by -2, we obtain the following equivalent model, now with a completely hermitean system matrix for speedier computations:
Further details of this process are contained in [21, section 2]. The system matrix P (t k ) above is identical to the one of equation (2) that was obtained by differentiating the matrix eigenequation (1) and was used by Loisel and Maxwell's [11] IVP ODE path following method. But the right hand side of our two coupled matrix ODEs in (11) is completely different and besides, our ODE version (11) with a hermitean system matrix contains the decay constants η and µ and completely different terms than (2). The continuous-time matrix eigendata model (10) has been proven convergent and robust for noisy inputs in [25] for symmetric matrix flows A(t) = A(t) T . The ideas and proofs of [25] easily generalize to hermitean flows A(t) = A(t)
* . Here we deal with the specific discretized version of the eigendata FoV model that we have just introduced. ZNN methods for more general time-varying matrix problems were studied and tested earlier in [21] .
For discretized input data matrices A(t k ) ∈ C n,n and k = 0, 1, 2, ... it is most natural to discretize their differential equations in sync with the sampling gap τ = t k+1 − t k . In the following we assume that τ is constant for all k. With
and
our model (11) with a hermitean system matrix flow P (t) becomes the matrix ODE
for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., each equidistant discrete time step 0 ≤ t k ≤ t f and for each associated eigenpair x i (t k ) and
Here t f denotes the final time t f .
Following the above start-up steps, we are now ready to work through the discretized ZNN finite difference portion of the scheme. The ZNN method ultimately relies entirely on look-ahead convergent finite difference schemes. The ensuing high accuracy predictions of future states of a system differ from any other method that we have ever seen or encountered and are completely new. Therefore ZNN methods behave quite differently for time-varying matrix problems. They belong to a special, a new branch of numerical analysis that deserves to be studied without prejudice in its own right.
To finish solving (13) for matrix problems, discrete ZNN methods rely on high error order and convergent lookahead finite difference methods. These neural networks generally show great benefits for time-varying problems. Alternately, one might try to use static methods and compute the eigendata of A(t k ) at each time instant t k . Thereby one would know the system properties at time t k shortly after time t k has passed due to the inherent computational lag. For modern robot control and autonomous vehicle and in other applications, however, such knowledge is of little value and might even be dangerously deceptive. When we walk or drive along a path or street it is good to know where we currently are, i. e., our static data or where and how we have just been. But much more importantly, when moving about we need to look ahead, even if only somewhat unconsciously, and adjust our direction, our speed and so forth at time t k for the future time instance t k+1 . To do so at t k , we can only rely on the known system data from past or current moments t j with j ≤ k. As we progress on our path we must stay on the road, follow its curves, and try to avoid puddles and potholes etc that may lie ahead. Thus we need to make accurate assessments of what comes next upon us in the immediate future using our present and past data. Clearly meaningful numerical methods for such time-varying problems must be able to predict a system's states in the future at time t k+1 and do so reliably from data for times at or before t k . Discrete Zhang Neural Networks rely on convergent look-ahead finite difference schemes that can predict the system's subsequent states reliably and accurately at time t k+1 from past data. ZNN methods can do so quickly even for corrupted data, corrupted by sensor or transmission failures, thanks to their stipulated exponential error decay; for examples see [21] . Moreover the convergence rate and accuracy of discretized ZNN methods depend solely on the chosen sampling gap τ , on the chosen decay constants η, µ, ... , and on the forward difference formula's truncation error order. Backward finite difference formulas may also be employed inside ZNN methods, such as, for example, to approximate the derivativeȦ(t k ) in the right hand side computations of q(t k ) in formulas (13) and (12) above.
Look-ahead finite difference formulas are rare in the literature and in our handbook lists such as in [5, section 14.2] . Moreover the few that are listed and involve states at times t k+1 , t k , t k−1 through t k−j for some j ≥ 1 are usually not convergent and thus of no help with discretized ZNN methods that excel at predicting or computing future states fast and accurately. Convergence of multistep formulas is standardly defined via their characteristic polynomials. A characteristic polynomial is convergent if it is zero stable, if all its characteristic polynomial roots lie in the closed unit disk of C, and if all roots on the unit circle are simple, see e.g. [5, section 17.4] . In the past, only six convergent look-ahead finite difference schemes have been known, all with relatively low truncation error orders of at most four, see e.g. [18] . These were either of classical origin, such as Euler's formula or constructed by hand from Taylor expansions for the iterates z k+1 , z k−1 , ..., z k− with clever manipulations that would cancel second and higher order derivatives in a linear combination of these Taylor expansion equations. For details we refer to [18] . Recently this author [18] has constructed an algorithm for finding convergent look-ahead finite difference formulas of arbitrary truncation error orders. New such finite difference schemes have been found up to truncation error order eight. In this paper we will apply and test several convergent look-ahead finite difference formulas to the matrix FoV boundary problem; one known of truncation error order 4, found by hand, pencil and paper in [10] , another new one of order 6 from [18] , as well as four more such formulas of truncation error orders 3, 5, 7 and 7, respectively. Recall that this paper and the FoV matrix problem is intended as a test bed for comparisons of fast and accurate ZNN based computations. Our ZNN methods achieve spectacular results, see the next section.
Field of Values Computations via ZNN and Look-Ahead Finite Difference Formulas
Step 4, clear up all variables appearing in or after
Step 3a : The iterates of our algorithm are the entries in
from (12) . Here x i (t k ) denotes a field of values generating extreme eigenvector of A(t k ) = cos(t k )H + sin(t k )K as defined in (6) and λ i (t k ) is the corresponding eigenvalue of A(t k ) for the angle t k ∈ [0, 2π]. For non sensor based processes such as our formulaic equations based FoV boundary point problem, the derivativeȦ(t k ) that occurs inside the ZNN based ODE (13) in q and formula (12) does not need to be approximated by a back-ward finite difference formula. The derivative of A(t k ) = cos(t k )H + sin(t k )K with respect to t is simplẏ
Step 5, computer implementation of a difference scheme with fictitious name m_s : Here m ≥ s are both positive integers. The new eigendata iterate z k+1 = z(t k + τ ) at time t k+1 is found in ZNN fromȦ(t k ), from previous eigendata for t j with j ≤ k, the respective previous eigenvectors zs, and the associated previous eigenvalues ze that are stored in ZZ ∈ C n+1,m+s , as well as the n + 1 by n + 1 matrix P as detailed in (12) . This is expressed in the following MATLAB code lines:
% top eigenvalue iteration : ze = ZZ(n+1,1); zs = ZZ(1:n,1); Al = Ath; Al(logicIn) = diag(Al) -ze * ones(n,1); % Al = Ath -ze * In P = [Al,-zs;-zs',0]; % P is hermitean
The two code lines below define the right hand side vector q(t k ) in (12) and find the solution X with P (t k )X = q(t k ) as indicated in equation (13): q = taucoeff * tau * [(eta * Al + Adot) * zs; -1.5 * eta * (zs' * zs-1)]; % n+1 vector q in (11) X = linsolve(P,q); % hermitean matrix P in linsolve without any Lopts.SYM setting
Following some experimentations, we use the increased decay constant µ = 3η in the bottom entry of q to achieve faster convergence of the eigenvectors to unit length. Finally the eigendata vector z k+1 is evaluated as Znew in the next code line via the chosen finite difference formula's characteristic polynomial of degree m + s, the solution vector X of P x = q and the previous eigendata matrix ZZ for z j from m + j indices j ≤ k, namely Znew = -(X + ZZ * polyrest); % from the formula for zdot . The only change from one ZNN method to another in this code involves the choice of which normalized finite difference polynomial to use. The respective characteristic polynomial is stored -without its leading coefficient 1 -in polyrest ∈ R m+s .
Step 6, choosing a convergent 1-step ahead finite discretization formula : Below we test our ZNN method for two different convergent polynomials and their associated look-ahead finite difference formulas, namely the 2_2b one with truncation error order 4 and the 4_5a formula with truncation error order 6. The polynomial 2_2b was found by pencil and paper. It has integer coefficients and first appeared in [10] while 4_5a was computed more recently via the MATLAB optimization and search code detailed in [18] . Both schemes work well for FoV boundary computations. The difference scheme 2_2b has the non-normalized characteristic polynomial p 4 (x) = 8x 4 + x 3 − 6x 2 − 5 + 2 and the discrete ZNN method 2_2b with p 4 needs m + s = 2 + 2 = 4 starting values of both the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for A(t k ) at k = 0, ..., 3. These we compute at start-up using explicit Francis QR eigenanalyses. The roots of p 4 are −0.71597 ± 0.54945i, 1.0000, and 0.30693 which lie well within the unit disk in C, see Figure 2 . Our computer generated finite difference scheme 4_5a has a non-rational characteristic polynomial which we approximate in MATLAB double precision as p9(x) = −1.632891580619644x 9 − 1.084874852377588x 8 + 1.514338299609167x 7 + 2.121238162639099x
Method 4_5a uses p 9 in its normalized form and it needs 4 + 5 = 9 eigendata starting values, which are again found via Francis QR. The roots of p 9 are −0.65551 ± 0.62479i, −0.70266 ± 0.34906i, 1.0000, 0.43671 ± 0.32838i, 0.47141, and −0.29289. These all lie properly inside the unit disk in Figure 2 , insuring convergence when used inside a look-ahead finite difference based ZNN scheme.
Step 7, run tests : All our test tables for ZNN field of values computations below use random entry complex matrices A n,n of varying dimensions. In our first two test tables the matrix dimensions n increase in size by factors of 3 and all tables use sampling gaps such as τ = 0.01(100Hz), 0.005, 0.001, 0.00015 or 0.0001. The most accurate field of values boundary points that anyone can create in MATLAB -without use of accuracy enhancements such as inverse iteration or extended digital precision ranges -are those from Francis QR algorithm eigenanalyses of A(t k ). These are accurate in their leading 14 or 15 digits. Loisel and Maxwell [11] interpolate their ODE computed results further. We instead take smaller and smaller sampling gaps τ for the ZNN iterations and generate up to 62,833 FoV boundary points via ZNN when τ = 0.0001. This many points seem to be enough for an accurate polygon approximation of the FoV boundary. The accuracy is measured in our code by the average number of correct ZNN computed digits of the boundary point estimates x * Ax ∈ C for x = (z k ) [1: n] ∈ C n , the eigenvector part of our iterate z k that was computed predictively at time t k−1 via ZNN, when compared with the Francis QR computed FoV boundary point for A(t k ). Note again that this predictive way of computing by design with ZNN is not available in any other time-varying matrix algorithm. Table 1 : Optimal η values, accurate digits and run times for the ZNN method 2_2b of truncation error order 4.
Next the analogous data table for ZNN and the field of values boundary problem when using the finite difference formula 4_5a of truncation error order 6. Table 2 : Optimal η values, accurate digits and run times for ZNN method 4_5a of truncation error order 6.
To round out our comparisons, we next look at four convergent look-ahead finite difference schemes of different error orders and the random entry complex matrix FoV boundary problem.
Complex random entry 1_2 f. diff. formula 3_3 f. diff. formula 5_5 f. diff. formula 5_6b f. diff. formula matrix An,n with n = 243 0.22 ≤ h ≤ 0.26 0.027 ≤ h ≤ 0.032 h = 0.0069 h = 0.016 Table 3 : Optimal η values, accurate digits and run times for the ZNN methods 1_2 , 3_3 , 5_5 and 5_6b of truncation error orders 3, 5, and 7 twice, respectively.
The row data in Table 2 shows that the ZNN methods based on the polynomial 4_5a with τ = 0.00015 or τ = 0.0001 give us more than 15 accurate leading digits for 40,000+ or 60,000+ FoV boundary points, respectively, for all chosen matrix sizes n by n. CPU times increase by factors between 1.2 and 7 times for each tripling of test matrix dimension n from 3 to 243 and for each fixed τ . For any fixed τ the number of accurately computed digits remains almost the same for all tested dimensions, as does their optimal η decay constant at around 300 and 500, respectively. Looking at the column data in Table 2 , i. e. for decreasing sampling gaps τ and fixed matrix dimension n, for 4_5a the auxiliary constant h = η · τ is bounded by 0.03 and 0.06 in each column. The data for ZNN with 2_2b in Table 1 shows similar qualities as that of Table 2 , albeit with different optimal η progressions and generally lesser numbers of accurately computed digits (by 1 or 2 digits) in their computed FoV boundary points. Table 3 explores the behavior of four adjacent methods with truncation error orders O(τ 3 ), O(τ 5 ) and O(τ 7 ) (twice) and for dimension n = 243 only. The 3_3 based ZNN method with truncation error order O(τ 5 ) behaves nearly identically to 4_5a but still comes short of 4_5a's better accuracy performance. Method 3_3 runs optimally with a much smaller h = 0.0069 than that of 4_5a. And finally, the ZNN methods with the convergent look-ahead finite difference formulas 5_5 and 5_6b, both of truncation error orders O(τ 7 ) do not improve significantly on the results of 4_5a or 3_3 despite their respective higher truncation error order. Note however, that 5_6b works much better regarding accurate digits than 5_5 does and compare the different root location geometry of their associated characteristic polynomials in Figure 2 below. Further note that our lowest truncation order method 1_2 is the only one that allows usable output with 100Hz discrete data input. The other tested ZNN methods would not converge with τ much below 0.001 or 1000Hz. Also, the value of h = η · τ is well below 0.1 for all methods except for 1_2 with h ≈ 0.25 for achieving optimal data accuracy in FoV applications. Usually the values of h hover around 1 to 10 in time-varying ZNN methods. The first 'recurrent neural network' paper with ZNN exponential error decay stipulations by Yunong Zhang and Jun Wang [24] includes the following explanation for the 'small h' phenomenon that we have observed in our FoV application. In [24, overlapping sentence on p. 1163, 1164] there is the following remark on combined networks, such as ours with two independent error equations. "The ( ... ) process using neural networks is virtually a multiple time-scale system. The plant and controller are in a time scale. N z and N k are in another time scale smaller than that of the plant and controller, which requires that the dynamic process for computing KH be sufficiently quick, or the plant be sufficiently slow time-varying." Thus our aim to achieve high global accuracy of the ZNN computed FoV boundary points by using very small sampling gaps throughout the algorithm counteracts the problem specifics for our chosen knife blade shaped fields of values with long, rather straight sides and very tight turns at the straights' ends for large n. The insight that Zhang neural networks are seemingly challenged with our necessarily quick, narrowly spaced angle changes in high FoV curvature areas and slow angle-variances across the straights helps explain our small and very sensitive h anomaly due to our specific desires here. Yet ZNN still comes through very well. Figure 1 shows that our discrete ZNN method with 4_5a is about 4 times faster at each accuracy level than the current best FoV problem solver, i.e., the ODE path following method of [11] . To draw the ZNN accuracy data line in Figure 1 we have used the 4_5a run time data for τ = 0.001 and n = 243 from Table 2 with a 13.2 digit accuracy achieved in 16.6 seconds from 6,283 computed FoV boundary points. Here we have allowed for 2 accurate digits lost -from the 13.2 actual accurate digits on average at 6,000+ FoV boundary points down to just 11.2 to draw the ZNN line in Figure 1 . This accounts for the unavoidable errors in the gaps between the computed boundary points due to the natural bulging out of the true convex boundary FoV curve.
It is interesting to note here that specialized MATLAB programs that rely on particular eigendata acquisition methods for special matrix problems seem to have become almost irrelevant now due to recent multishift improvements of eig in MATLAB. Using the built-in MATLAB m file eig today in Johnson's original FoV algorithm [8] to acquire 42,000 FoV boundary points clearly bests Loisel and Maxwell [11] in speed by a factor of two and achieves the same level of accuracy. In turn today's eig MATLAB function is bested by discretized ZNN, again by a factor of around two according to the CPU data and Figure 1 . This paper was intended to test, examine and show differences in our newly discovered high order discretization versions of ZNN. What further speed gains are possible with local on-chip implementations of discretized ZNN methods now begs an answer.
From our set of data for various error order ZNN methods, it is obvious that ZNN methods of lesser error orders can give us lower accuracies, but their CPU times are all similar to those of the higher order methods 4_5a or 5_6b. This is due to the low O(n) CPU work of ZNN to generate future FoV boundary points via finite difference schemes as linear combinations of previous vector data. The length of an n vector does not really matter much for O(n) computational processes since in our ZNN algorithms, the main effort and CPU time is spent on solving the linear systems (13) P (t k )ż(t k ) = q(t k ) in the MATLAB code line X = linsolve(P,q) that was quoted at the start of this section. This line, when executed 40,000+ times for n = 243 with τ = 0.00015, takes up almost half (44 % according to MATLAB's profile viewer) of the total CPU runtime for 4_5a. How to solve linear equations more efficiently, possibly via ZNN methods, than using O(n 3 ) Gauss or generalized Cholesky or O(n 2.8...)
Strassen inspired methods is an intriguing open problem.
The author's MATLAB function runconv1step1Plot(runs,jend,k,s) in [18] and [19] creates convergent normalized polynomials for possible use in look-ahead finite difference formulas. It does so from a seed vector y of length s ≥ k that the operator chooses and then it creates such polynomials, named k_s here, with truncation error orders k + 2 for the associated difference scheme. Better high order finite difference methods than ours are likely to exist. How to find or create such is unknown. We feel that the quality of a polynomial in finite look-ahead difference methods might depend on the lay of the polynomial's roots inside the unit disk. To help contemplate these matters, here are the root plots of the six characteristic polynomials for our the convergent look-ahead discretizations that we have chosen to create Tables 1, 2, and 3. Figure 2 The above root plots for the characteristic polynomials of 5_5 and 5_6b with identical truncation error order 7 show a slightly different geometry: five of the roots of 5_5 in the open unit disk lie much closer to the unit circle than those four inside roots closest to the unit circle for 5_6b. Moreover, the roots of 5_6b are more widely and more evenly spread over the unit disk than those of 5_5. In our computations, see Table 3 , the results with ZNN and 5_6b are much improved over those with ZNN and 5_5 for τ = 0.001 and τ = 0.0001 with quite different values for h for the identical random entry matrix A 243,243 . Is there a correlation between a polynomial's root geometry, its accuracy, and the optimal value of h in the associated finite difference ZNN scheme? If so, which geometries and which values of h give better results; and why? These are open questions.
Our data was computed using MATLAB R2018a on a MacBook Pro (early 2015 version) under High Sierra OS with a 4 core Intel i5 processor and 16 GB of Ram. The MATLAB codes FOVZNN4 5ashorteigsym.m for method 4_5a and FOVZNN5 6bshorteigsym.m for method 5_6b can be found and downloaded from [20] .
Remark : ( On repeated eigenvalues inside symmetric matrix flows A(t))
For both, decomposition methods and path following ODE initial value algorithms that find symmetric matrix flow eigendata over time, it is crucial that the matrix flow A(t) never encounters repeated eigenvalues in its course, see Dieci and Eirola [4] and Loisel and Maxwell [11] , respectively. In [11] elaborate work-arounds for symmetric matrix eigenvalue repetitions are developed that can mitigate the built-in method limitations. Our discretized ZNN eigenvalue method encounters no problems when faced with matrix flows that incur repeated eigenvalues. If we had computed all eigenvalues of each A(t k ) instead of just the two extreme ones and then at each step had selected the two extreme eigenvalues and used their associated eigenvectors to find the corresponding FoV points, this extension of our algorithm and code would deal securely with such derogatory symmetric matrix flows. That task sounds like a good project for a strong master's candidate.
Conclusions :
The ZNN method is completely new and highly accurate for time-varying matrix problems. It differs from all other time-varying matrix methods in its use of an error equation inspired differential equation that assures ZNN of automatic exponentially fast convergence. This new ODE is then solved by forward looking finite difference equations that have never before been used and were actually unknown before their appearance with ZNN. Being completely new and different from decomposition methods such as Dieci et al [4] or path following ODE based methods such as [3, 11, 22, 23] , ZNN bypasses some of the erstwhile algorithm caused restrictions and limitations. It often works well in wider, less resticted applications than was possible before. ZNN is a newly emerging worthy subject of numerical analysis, ready made for thorough studies that may answer its many new open questions. Our community is thus called to set ZNN on firm computational and numerical ground.
